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     When teachers are engaged, students succeed.
THE AVID EFFECT  



A recent Gallup* study reported that only 30% of 
U.S. teachers are “actively engaged ” in their jobs. 
AVID-trained teachers are more engaged and report 
renewed passion for their craft and their students, 
resulting in student success! 

*(Gallup, 2014) Gallup Daily Tracking Surveys

AVID’s system − college and career readiness − is centered on engaging professional learning. 

 Access  
to rigorous 

coursework that 
reflects district 

demographics – with 
equitable access  
for all students. 

Relevant, inquiry-
based, student-

centered learning 
using collaborative  

skills critical for 
today’s global 

workforce.

Relationships 
built among staff 
and students that 
positively enrich  

the culture of  
learning across  

the campus.

AVID strategies transform the classroom.
Rigor, relevance, and relationships are at the center of AVID’s 
learning process, and students have the social and academic  
support systems to succeed, including:

From the moment teachers participate in AVID professional learning, their beliefs about teaching and learning shift, allowing them to cultivate a growth mindset.

Reduce variability  
of instruction

Provide a proven, uniform  
method for motivating students.

Inspire  
educators

Reignite the passion  
educators have for teaching. 

Are your teachers truly engaged?

? 98%
graduate from 

high school 



AVID’s system − college and career readiness − is centered on engaging professional learning. 

Nationally, AVID students excel in success metrics,  
which is impressive given the adversity they face.

From the moment teachers participate in AVID professional learning, their beliefs about teaching and learning shift, allowing them to cultivate a growth mindset.

Low socio-economic status
Underrepresented race/ethnicity
Parents have no college experience

Raise  
expectations

Educators instill confidence by  
seeing promise in all students.

Build strong  
relationships

Create a thriving learning  
community in the classroom.

98%
graduate from 

high school 

93%
complete four-year 

college entrance  
requirements

79%
are accepted  
into four-year  

colleges

88%
persist into their  

second year  
of college



AVID Center

9797 Aero Drive, Ste. 100

San Diego, CA 92123

Phone: 858.380.4800

Fax: 858.268.2265

Email: info@avid.org

How can we partner with you?
AVID addresses the opportunity gap so that the achievement gap may be closed,  

regardless of students’ ethnicity, background, parents’ level of education, or academic standing.  
We will work alongside your leadership team to implement, guide, and coach to reach your  

district’s objectives so that all students can succeed in college, career, and life.

AVID Elementary

AVID Elementary is embedded into elementary  
classrooms across entire grade levels.   

The foundation for lifelong student success is  
established by providing educators with engaging  

professional learning and tools that positively impact  
students starting in the primary grades.

AVID Secondary

AVID propels the learning of all students when AVID-trained  
teachers provide academic and social support to influence the  

learning and behavior of their students. 

AVID fosters a schoolwide college and career readiness   
culture that exposes students to rigorous coursework and holds them  

accountable to the highest standards so they can rise to the challenge. 
 

AVID for Higher Education (AHE)

AHE collaborates with institutions of higher education to address the goals of increased  
learning, persistence, completion, and success in and beyond college.

AVID Professional Learning

● Summer Institutes           ● National Conference       ● Curriculum Resources     ● One-Day Leadership Events         
● Regional/District Events         ● Learning Modules         ● Webinars           ● Research   

Advancement Via Individual Determination




